REVISIONS TO R5 COUNTRY DATASETS

The following lists substantive revisions to round 5 datasets posted in July 2015:

- **ALG**: removed duplicate cases (RESPNOs ALG1157 and ALG0061) and recalculated weight variable
- **BDI**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **BEN**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **BOT**: cleaned 1 value at q116
- **BFO**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **CAM**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **CDI**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **CVE**: q29a-b-c: the yes/no codes had been reversed in the Portuguese version of the questionnaire, so values have been recoded; cleaned 2 values in q117
- **EGY**: removed duplicate cases (RESPNOs EGY0265, EGY0284, EGY0290, EGY0292, EGY0295, EGY0877, EGY0878, EGY0904, EGY0952 and EGY1017) and recalculated weight variable
- **ETH**: internal consistency edits on Q63;
- **GHA**: correction to the labels for codes 2 and 4 at q85b (which had been swapped around)
- **GUI**: internal consistency edits on Q68 and Q69; codes at q108 have been reversed
- **KEN**: cleaned a value on q113 and 32 values in q116 (interviewer info)
- **LES**: internal consistency edits on Q63;
- **LIB**: internal consistency edits on Q63; cleaned 1 value at q117
- **MAD**: internal consistency edits on Q68 and Q69; codes at q108 have been reversed; some variable labels had been cut off – now corrected; Country Specific Questions variable labels have been improved.
- **MLI**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **MOZ**: q29a-b-c: the yes/no codes had been reversed in the Portuguese version of the questionnaire, so values have been recoded.
- **MRC**: removed duplicate cases (RESPNOs MRC0647, MRC0855, MRC1016 and MRC1179) and recalculated weight variable; cleaned 5 values at q117
- **NGR**: Removed duplicate case (RESPNO NGR0971) and recalculated weight variable; internal consistency edits on Q68 and Q69; codes at q108 have been reversed; corrected some variable labels.
- **SAF**: invalid value 33 at q63 has been recoded as 701; internal consistency edits on Q63; interview times format has been corrected.
- **SEN**: location data- in this country Enumeration Areas can either belong to an ‘arrondisement’ or a ‘commune’, or to both. In those EAs with only one type of location data, cells in the other location variable had been filled with "Z". These have been replaced with blanks. Also, the codes at q108 have been reversed.
- **SUD**: removed duplicate case (RESPNO SUD0084) and recalculated weight variable
- **SWZ**: internal consistency edits on Q68 and Q69
- **TAN**: q10b had incorrect Swahili translation ("feared theft in the home", instead of "physical attack"), so it has been dropped. Internal consistency edits on q10a-c
- **TOG**: codes at q108 have been reversed
- **UGA**: improved postcoding.
- **ZAM**: internal consistency edits on Q63.